Condensation trails (contrails) and aircraft induced cirrus are nowadays a common feature at the mid latitude skies. Previously the impact of aircraft induced cirrus changes has been roughly estimated from observed decadal trends in cirrus cover but the direct attribution of observed cirrus changes to changes in aviation activity remains uncertain. In this paper the amount of additional cirrus induced from spreading contrails in humid air is estimated from the direct correlation between observed cirrus cover derived with suitable methods from METEOSAT data and aviation flight density reported by EUROCONTROL at high spatial and temporal resolution from June 22 to July 27, 1998 and September 27 to October 21, 2000. The results indicate that the aircraft induced cirrus cover over Europe is about ten times larger than that of linear contrails in the same region. Radiative forcing from the additional cirrus may be more than 10 times higher than that of linear contrails and aviation induced CO 2 increases. 
Zusammenfassung

Introduction
A contrail forms in the wake of an aircraft if the ambient air is cold and moist enough. The Schmidt-Appleman criterion quantifies the necessary atmospheric conditions (SCHUMANN, 1996) . If the ambient air is not supersaturated with respect to ice, the contrail disappears quickly. Otherwise the ice crystals within the contrail grow by uptake of ambient moisture while the contrail is spreading due to turbulence and vertical wind shear (MINNIS et al., 1998; SCHUMANN, 2002) , forming contrail cirrus that may last several hours, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . In this case the further development of the contrail is governed by the moisture and vertical motion of the ambient air and the sedimentation of the ice particles. Young contrails can be easily identified by their linear appearance (BAKAN et al., 1994; MANNSTEIN et al., 1999) , but during their ageing both, their macroscopic structure and their microscopic composition ap-proach that of natural cirrus clouds. Optically thin cirrus has a positive climate impact (LIOU, 1986; BOUCHER, 1999) i.e., it warms the Earth-atmosphere system. In the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on 'Aviation and the Global Atmosphere' (IPCC, 1999) the impact of linear (young) contrails is estimated to be in the same order of magnitude as the impact caused by emitted CO 2 ; the impact of aircraft induced cirrus (i. e. aged contrails and indirect influence on cirrus formation) is not quantified and the state of scientific understanding of the cirrus changes was assessed to be 'very poor'.
An estimate of contrail cirrus coverage
Independent from any measurements of cloud coverage the following considerations give a simplified estimate on the influence of air traffic on cirrus coverage: Over Europe in up to 25 % of all cases super-saturation of water vapour with respect to ice is found in measurements performed by instruments operated in the upper troposphere on regular airliners (GIERENS et al., 1999 (GIERENS et al., , 2000 
